MANHATTAN ORION STAR MAP I
The purpose of this illustration is to show that the Ground Zero complex is configured to the Orion constellation. The apex of the Manhattan Island approximates this motif of the Keeper of the Stargate, the Silver Gate. When the Orion outline is superimposed to match the 3 squares of Ground Zero, the following observations occur.
The Orion’s Belt corresponds to the 3 squares where the form Twin Towers used to stand. The 3 building to the west of this Great Pyramid pattern correlates to the phallus or ‘Sword of Orion’. These 3 stars are the area that contains the Orion Nebula corresponds to 3 prominent financial buildings. They are associated with, Merrill Lynch, the
Securities Exchange Commission and HSBC. The prime star of Betelgeuse in the Orion star map of Manhattan corresponds to the Michael Schimmel Center for Arts. The position of the star Bellatrix corresponds to the area of Federal Hall plaza and building with a pyramid on top. This building is where the archery of Orion protrudes from
and is in line with 2 other buildings adjacent to Wall Street that have similar pyramidions atop of their skyscrapers. The archery or Orion has 3 main stars that correspond to the NYC Department of Transportation, the St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Shrine and the Statue e of Liberty Foundation. Astonishing, the archery appears to parallel the
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The midpoint of the divided arm corresponds to the NYC
Housing Authority. The delineated arm of Orion corresponds
to the 2 bridges that lead into Manhattan, the Brooklyn Bride
and the Manhattan Bridge. What is very peculiar is that the
Silver Gate or the Gate of Man corresponds to the small
square building with a round segment called Jane’s Carousel.
This point in the Cosmos is where the Ecliptic intersects the
Galactic Plane. Upon further observation based on this Orion
star map is that the East River thus matches-up with the
Ecliptic’s path and the Manhattan Bridge parallels the Galactic
Plane. It is also interesting that the owner of the former win
Towers was named Silverstein. Could this be a coincidental
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It would not appear that a significant
amount of skyscrapers have pyramid
tops or pyramidion if one did not directly
observe them. If not observant, one
would miss the similarities that such a
modern world capital has with the ancient pyramid complexes. The point
being is that if one stripped the skyscrapers from their pyramidions, the city
would vertically be no different than
those of Giza, Teotihuacan, etc., a
‘pyramid city’ even as that of Cydonia,
Mars. The outstretched arms of the Orion
cosmic star pattern corresponds to the
’V’ shaped building where the Michael
Schimmel Center for Arts is situated.
Many would suppose that pyramid and
ziggurats were only built by the ancient
civilizations. This is not the case, such
structures have continued to be built
and by the same people that are behind
the financial, political and religious
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As it has been shown, the Ground Zero 3 squares approximates the 3 pyramids of Giza. In this rendition of the study and illustration, the depiction is reversed where the Freedom Tower that is normally
corresponding to the Great Pyramid is actually matched with the smallest pyramid, Mintaka. In this rendition, the Giza Plateau complex provides the outline for where the Sphinx and the Osireion are corresponding
from Ground Zero. Using this Giza Pyramid and Sphinx template, the ‘Sphinx’ sits in front of the Millennium Hilton hotel. This is the associated and inferred ‘Monolith’ and is the suggested ‘Stargate’ ascribed to the
entire motif of Orion’s cosmic pattern. This study is not literally insinuating that this building is where people teleport but that based on the cosmology of the outlining patter of Orion and the Great Pyramids of Giza,
this structure correlates to a celestial Stargate that perhaps in some way or fashion does facilitated the inter-dimensional transit of beings, at least in a metaphorical if not metaphysical way perhaps.
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